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Colour By Design understands the power of a well-designed workspace. A fresh coat of 
paint and a thoughtful design approach can significantly impact employee morale, 
productivity, and creativity. This leading commercial painting contractor in Toronto can 
help you achieve your vision.Here are some of the hottest trends to consider in 2024 as 
you plan your office refresh: 

Biophilic Design: Bringing the Outdoors In 

People naturally thrive in connection with nature. Biophilic design incorporates elements 
of the natural world, fostering a sense of well-being and promoting focus. Colour By 
Design’s painting services can help you achieve this by: 

 Accentuating natural light: We can recommend light-reflective paints to brighten 
your space if natural light is limited. This can significantly impact the overall feel of 
the office and employee well-being. Our experienced painters will ensure a smooth, 
even application that maximizes light reflection. 

 Creating a backdrop for nature: Colour By Design can paint a calming green accent 
wall to complement a living wall installation by a landscaping company. We’ll ensure 
the chosen paint complements the plants and creates a cohesive biophilic 
environment. 
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Embrace Color Psychology 

Understanding color psychology allows us to create a workspace that fosters the desired 
atmosphere. Colour By Design’s commercial painting services in Toronto can help you 
select the perfect colors: 

 Energize brainstorming areas: We can recommend pops of bright colors like yellow, 
orange, or red for common rooms to keep energy levels high. Our experienced 
painters will ensure the colors are applied correctly and achieve the desired effect, 
using high-quality paints that resist fading and maintain vibrancy. 

 Promote focus in work areas: For focused work areas, we can suggest cool and 
calming colors like blue, green, or lavender. Colour By Design offers a wide variety 
of paint colors and finishes to suit your specific needs. We can even create custom 
color blends to achieve the perfect shade for your workspace. 

 Sophistication and professionalism: If you desire a sleek and professional look, 
grays and beiges can be a great choice. Colour By Design will help you choose the 
perfect paint colors to suit your needs and preferences, considering factors like 
durability and cleanability for high-traffic areas. 

Zoning for Functionality 

Modern workspaces are moving away from the traditional open-plan layout and 
embracing a zoned approach. Colour By Design can help you create designated areas for 
different work styles and activities: 

 Quiet zones: We can paint soundproof booths or private offices in calming colors to 
create dedicated spaces for focused work. Our painters use specialized paints 
designed for soundproofing applications to further enhance the quiet environment. 

 Collaboration zones: Designate areas with comfortable furniture and whiteboards. 
Consider painting these areas with bright or stimulating colors to keep energy levels 
high. Colour By Design’s painting expertise can ensure a professional finish that 
inspires teamwork and brainstorming. We can also recommend whiteboard paint 
for designated brainstorming areas. 

 Relaxation zones: Create a break room or relaxation area with calming colors to 
promote feelings of peace and tranquility. Colour By Design can help you choose 
the perfect paint colors and even suggest decorative painting techniques to create 
a serene atmosphere. 

Sustainable Solutions 

Colour By Design is committed to environmentally friendly practices. Here’s how we can 
incorporate sustainable elements into your workspace design: 
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 Low-VOC paints: We use low-VOC paints that emit minimal harmful chemicals, 
contributing to a healthier indoor environment for your employees. These paints 
are also better for the environment during production and disposal. 

 Waste reduction: Our experienced painters minimize paint waste through 
meticulous planning and application techniques. We also properly dispose of any 
leftover paint according to local regulations. 

Colour By Design: Your Partner in Workspace Transformation 

By considering these trends and collaborating with Colour By Design, you can create a 
visually appealing and functional workspace that inspires your team and fosters a positive 
work environment. We offer a free consultation to discuss your office painting needs and 
can guide you through every step of the process, from color selection and material choices 
to the final flawless execution. Contact Colour By Design today and let’s transform your 
office space into a vibrant and productive hub for your team! 
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